Show Your Code

4-7-2010
Opening Discussion

- Fix the animated version.
- Minute Essays
  - “We haven't been doing real programming?”
  - Should we be thinking about project #2?
  - HTML?
  - How can we get “out of bounds”?
Show Your Code

- It is time for some of you to show your code.
Logging into Linux

- To write applets we will work in Eclipse.
- Unfortunately, Eclipse doesn't work on Windows this year. (Long story.) That means we will be using Linux.
- In theory you got an e-mail at the beginning of the semester with your Linux password. Anyone happen to have that and want to try logging in?
Minute Essay

- Last chance for staying in Greenfoot. I'd have to have an idea of something that we could do. Could do files and loading in configurations of worlds, but I'd like to spend at least two weeks with Applets.

- We have quiz #5 next class.